SEPTEMBER 10, 2020
Ocean Encounters Season 2 premiers next week!
A discussion about life in Oceans Beyond Earth, featuring special guest, comedian Eugene Mirman, Sept. 16 at 7:30 p.m. EDT

The economic value of studying the OTZ
WHOI estimates research of the ocean twilight zone to be worth $500 billion in supporting future climate policies

New sensor to track microplastics in canal
WHOI-linked tech company, Coastal Ocean Vision, installs a particle sensor to monitor plankton and tiny plastics

Climate challenges for scallop fisheries
WHOI biologist Rubao Ji and his team are using models to predict how climate will affect scallop industry revenue

Cast your votes!
Voting is now open for Our Ocean in Focus photo contest submissions

WHOI IN THE NEWS
WCBS BOSTON
Researching phytoplankton 2000 miles from shore aboard the R/V Atlantis

TAUNTON DAILY GAZETTE
Coalition, including UMass Dartmouth, backs expanded research of offshore wind

THE NEWS-PRESS
Fighting algae with clay, sponges and floating barriers. Cape Coral canals are helping researchers find what works

PHYSICS TODAY
Disentangling influences on coral health

SEA WANDERER
Research: Ocean acidification causing coral ‘osteoporosis’ on iconic reefs

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING →